Sample Friends & Lovers Report
The Relationship Between
Paul Newman, 1/26/1925
and
Joanne Woodward, 2/27/1930
Astrological Compatibility
Astrologically, each individual is represented by a chart of the planets and houses at the
moment of his birth. By comparing and contrasting the interrelationships of two separate
charts, the astrologer can reveal the many ways and many levels that two people relate
with each other. This is the astrological art of synastry as it has been practiced for several
thousand years.
This report analyzes each of the two selected charts and interprets the astrological
connections between them. The charts' data, along with planetary positions and house
cusps, are printed on the previous page. There are four possible sections to this report,
two for each of the charts. Any one of them, or all four of them, will be included here
depending on which were requested. For each individual the two possible sections are: 1)
How this person approaches relationships. This section considers only the one chart, and
is appropriate for all relationships this individual makes. 2) How this person relates
specifically with the second person. Here each paragraph interprets a contact between the
two charts from one chart's point of view. The text here pertains to this one relationship
only, and should be understood in light of the actual nature of the relationship.
Remember that every relationship contains points of similarity and harmony as well as
points of conflict and discord. Through understanding, it is possible to cultivate and
encourage the positive and harmonious, and keep relationships growing and fruitful
through the highs and lows of the passing years.

Report for Paul Newman
How You Approach Relationships
You're a real smoothie, refined and ever so facile when it comes to handling other people
-- a diplomat. And yet -- despite all of this apparent calm -- you like your partners
anything but cool. You can't resist impulsive and action-oriented people -- the more
daring, the better. You bring out the recklessness in those you love, and you love it.
Although at first meeting one might never suspect this, you love to walk on the wild side.
Aries on 7th Cusp
Relationships tend to be hot and heavy. You are drawn to partners who are aggressive,

assertive, and very emotional. Independence and adventure are things you value in others.
You tend to depend on your partners to get you motivated and keep you moving. You
need someone who is stimulating emotionally.
Mars Ruler of 7th
Relationships are always deeply moving experiences for you. You have powerful feelings
and can't seem to hide them from others. You're OK when alone, but as soon as you get
with a group you can't seem to ignore what you feel. Everything has the tendency to get
right to your gut. Marriage is almost unavoidable, so important a role will it play for you.
And the road to (and through) marriage is more likely to be turbulent than tranquil. You
are committed to all relationships with all your heart. You would make an excellent
marriage counselor once you learn to manage your own situation.
Mars in 7th House
Strengths in your relationships
You dote on responsibility, and love to bring order and discipline to anything (or anyone)
you are involved with. You wouldn't be caught dead in an extravagant display, not
because you are a cheapskate, but because of your natural love of thrift and economy.
Family and loved ones get first class care and service. Others will value you for these
qualities. You probably love to work.
Venus Sextile Saturn (orb: 00 23')
You can't help but think in an organized way, and you are a stickler for routine. You love
it. You probably have a scientific bent, for your analytical abilities are first rate. You love
first principles and getting down to the bare bones of a subject. Mathematics and all
things technological are a snap for you. You have great mental endurance and probably
have done more than your share of studying. So serious.
Mercury Sextile Saturn (orb: 00 44')
You love to talk and write, and you probably do so beautifully. Your sense of color,
harmony, manners, and all that is artistic, is beyond reproach. You know quality, and
people love to let you pick out art or arrange color schemes for them.
Mercury Conjunction Venus (orb: 01 06')
You are, from time to time, really inspired to the point of moving others with your
enthusiasms. You exercise an almost hypnotic quality over those who listen in when your
imagination takes over. Dreams, psychology, and all things occult and metaphysical are
your especial province. You're never afraid to take the plunge when matters of idealism
or imagination come to the fore. You feel and experience the unity of life -- that we are
all in some way, one. Others sense this about you.
Mars Trine Neptune (orb: 01 50')
You are a great problem-solver, and can always think of a way to do almost anything.
Your friends know you to be fair, and your integrity is unquestionable. You may find
yourself interested in legal matters, publishing, philosophical and religious subjects, and

would make a good teacher or instructor. Scientific investigation would interest you.
Mercury Conjunction Jupiter orb: 04 09')
You are attractive and tend to be physically active. You just might participate in or
manage some athletic endeavor. You are in tune with your feelings and really know how
to play a crowd for the maximum response. You can always count on support from those
around you. You seldom hide how you feel and therefore are no stranger to an occasional
argument. You probably got a lot of emotional support as a child, especially from your
mother.
Moon Sextile Mars (orb: 04 16')
Challenges in your relationships
You don't always say just what you mean. For that matter, you may sometimes not even
know how you feel about something. You tend to envy people who can always put their
finger on how they feel. It can be hard for you to talk about your feelings. Any partner
will have to understand this about you. Are you often moody? Yes, probably.
Moon Semisquare Mercury (orb: 00 14')
You have always felt vulnerable when deep emotional issues are brought up, and may
have a history of avoiding confrontation and self-examination. You are ever so sensitive
to ideas of death, helplessness, and vulnerability in general. You see them only too well,
and they haunt you. There may well be some childhood experiences that were rough or
harsh for you to accept. Any partner will have to tread very gently when it comes to
matters of feelings and security. You may tend to dominate a relationship, but without
success.
Moon Sesquiquadrate Pluto (orb: 00 42')
You may have a tendency to poke your nose into others' business. You can't resist, and
yet you're often afraid of what you'll find. Skeletons in the closet and sensitive areas of
people's lives both fascinate and terrify you. You have trouble just coming right out and
dealing with a touchy subject. It puts you through too many changes. You would rather
snoop around.
Mercury Opposition Pluto (orb: 00 56')
You have mixed feelings when it comes to other people. You can't live with them and
you can't live without them. You are used to a high degree of emotional tension. People
may misinterpret your emotional chargedness as aggression or disapproval, when in fact
that's just the way you are. They may not support your values. You long for a smooth
relationship, but if you look at your history it's been a rocky road indeed. You may have
trouble locating an environment where you feel comfortable and can flourish.
Moon Semisquare Venus (orb: 01 21')
You may be somewhat of a rebel, with a history of going up against authority. You like
to stand alone -- an outrider at the fringe of society -- like the old-time outlaws. You have
a knack for separating yourself from the herd. You end up as the loner, although this is

not always what you want. You need a partner in this life, a go-between for you and the
status quo.
Sun Semisquare Uranus (orb: 01 42')
Power struggles are no stranger to you. You tend to put off confrontations until they build
up and then explode, kind of like having your own built-in volcano. You probably have
considerable emotional tension and a strong sexual drive. Your flair for secrecy could
find you with more than one lover, several affairs.
Venus Opposition Pluto (orb: 02 03')
You may choose to pursue a dreamy idealism at the expense of more mundane concerns.
Somehow you always manage to pit your ideals against the actual reality of the situation.
Is it escapism or vision? Probably some of both. You will need a partner who can bring
things into focus without shattering your gentle dream world. There may have been some
rather harsh realities connected to your upbringing. You may find yourself putting the
feminine principle on a pedestal.
Moon Opposition Neptune (orb: 06 05')
Your Relationship with Joanne Woodward
You find Joanne supportive when it comes to matters of your career. She understands
where you are headed and how it is best to go about developing your practical and
vocational side. With her help, you can make great strides in your managerial ability. She
has an instinctual sense of your capabilities (of what you would do best) and she can't
help but nurture you in these matters. She might be instrumental in getting you out of the
closet and into the public eye.
Her Moon in Your Tenth House
This is a true partnership -- real marriage material. When you first met Joanne, you got
the message as to what marriage and partners are really all about. Perhaps for the first
time you experienced what it is like to totally respond to another person. All you wanted
to do was to love and care for her. Bells rang, and all of that. It had the potential for being
a real initiation, a coming together. You are ready to work to keep this love together.
Her Sun in Your Seventh House
Here is someone with whom you can share your deepest fears and hopes. There are no
secrets between you. It tends to just come pouring out whenever the two of you sit down
for one of your long talks. There was an instant understanding between you from the first
time you met. Your intimacy did not require time to develop. There is no shyness
between you. Joanne's frankness extends beyond any emotional ties. You can discuss
business ventures and career possibilities, and count on good advice.
Her Mercury in Your Eighth House
Here is a natural partner, one you find both charming and attractive. Joanne shares your
social values and has similar needs when it comes to relationships. She values your
particular social qualities and the way you relate and feel about others. You both tend to

respond to situations in similar ways. Something special seems to happen when you two
get together. It's as if you both are in love with love.
Her Venus in Your Seventh House
Here is the possibility of a very intense and even passionate relationship. Sexual
overtones are almost inescapable. Joanne moves you to feelings that are very direct and
personal. You probably tend to spend time alone, if only because you might feel
vulnerable being so open about yourself in public. This could be an excellent business
relationship too, since there is the ability to get down to what is important -- the real
nitty-gritty. Not a casual meeting.
Her Mars in Your Eighth House
Joanne may have been the means for you to meet many new people in your life. You like
to be in the public and feel social when you are with her. She makes it easy for you to
respond to others, understand them, and share in the common experience of life. She
could be instrumental in leading you into a career involving the public or bringing your
current career into greater public attention. There is a real sense of comradery with you
two.
Her Jupiter in Your Seventh House
It may be hard to get personal with Joanne, and this may be a toughy if you're thinking
about romance. You may feel tied down and unable to work efficiently or profitably. You
may lose sight of what is essential in any personal or business venture. You could
accumulate debt. Not a traditional sign for a good business relationship.
Her Saturn in Your Eighth House
Joanne could be your key to off-beat life styles, alternate ways of living, and new-age
homes. Perhaps your home life and day-to-day routine has changed since you first met
her. She may encourage you to try different methods of child-rearing, homesteading, or
family methods. The traditional life style is just not Joanne's way.
Her Uranus in Your Fourth House
You share a sense of the unity of life, and this could mean a very happy, almost dreamy
domestic scene. There is a tendency to lose yourself in dreams and fantasies, so strong is
your imagination when you are together. You could make very beautiful music together.
You may have to be a little careful not to get carried away with all of this and neglect
your responsibilities (the details of life).
Her Neptune in Your Fourth House
She may be responsible for a deep change in your values, all that you consider important
in life. This may involve some very sensitive issues and real self-facing on your part.
Through knowing her, your status in the world (especially in regard to finances) could
undergo a transformation. She may help you strip away many unessential qualities and
concentrate on those resources that can actually benefit you.
Her Pluto in Your Second House

Strengths in your relationship with Joanne Woodward
You understand, and are in sympathy with, her dreams and ideals, which is very
important to her. There is a sense of shared vision, and you probably both like the same
movies. Her imagination complements yours. She may tend to idealize you.
Your Sun Conjunction Her Neptune (orb: 00 49')
You understand her emotions and like the way Joanne feels about life. She can really
move you to take action and accomplish things. There could be a shared love of sports,
even a competitive feeling. This could be a long and romantic relationship.
Your Sun Trine Her Mars (orb: 01 31')
You can see and understand where she is coming from. You like her sense of values, and
aren't afraid to tell her about it. She values you for your mentality and skill with words.
She likes the way you think.
Your Mercury Trine Her Venus (orb: 02 12')
Joanne Woodward always seems to come up with a new feeling for life when you get
behind her. You seem to push her to break through the humdrum and have new
experiences. You understand how to move her to get out of herself and experience new
things.
Your Mars Sextile Her Uranus (orb: 02 44')
Lovebirds! There is real mutual admiration between the two of you, and you work well
together. This would hold true of a business as well as a love relationship. Essentially this
is due to a sense of shared ideals and values. You appreciate the very same things in life.
Your Venus Trine Her Venus (orb: 03 19')
Aside from any romance, this could result in a sound business relationship. You value
Joanne's judgment and, more often than not, tend to let her act as your guide in matters of
career and direction. She knows you appreciate her abilities, and this combination should
be an enduring one.
Your Venus Trine Her Jupiter (orb: 04 13')
You just love Joanne, perhaps from the very start, and she knows it. You value her just as
she is. She dotes on being the object of your affections. This is a very nice combination.
Your Venus Trine Her Sun (orb: 05 26')
You find it easy to talk to (sometimes at) Joanne, and you think about her a lot. She
encourages you mentally, and may support some communication project you are involved
in -- speaking, writing, etc.
Your Mercury Trine Her Sun (orb: 06 33')
You tend to support and encourage an independent streak in Joanne. You don't mind that
she enjoys being a little different. You find her emotionally stimulating, and even unique.
She may have introduced you to new attitudes toward home and family, and new ways of

feeling.
Your Moon Conjunction Her Uranus (orb: 06 60')
Challenges in your relationship with Joanne Woodward
You find that it is easy for you to hurt her feelings, or she takes offense easily, with the
result that she is not always as supportive of you as you might wish. You both waste a lot
of time holding out against the other. You may feel that she ignores you.
Your Sun Opposition Her Moon (orb: 01 05')
You may feel that Joanne may not always appreciate you enough and that she purposely
doesn't give credit where credit is due. You may act and do things that go against her set
of values.
Your Sun Square Her Venus (orb: 05 00')
There are a lot of hurt feelings in this relationship. Argument and power struggles are to
be expected. You tend to ignore, or not be sufficiently supportive of, Joanne's feelings.
She can't help but get in digs at you on a regular basis.
Your Moon Square Her Mars (orb: 06 31')

Report for Joanne Woodward
How You Approach Relationships
You're a real smoothie, refined and ever so facile when it comes to handling other people
-- a diplomat. And yet -- despite all of this apparent calm -- you like your partners
anything but cool. You can't resist impulsive and action-oriented people -- the more
daring, the better. You bring out the recklessness in those you love, and you love it.
Although at first meeting one might never suspect this, you love to walk on the wild side.
Aries on 7th Cusp
Relationships tend to be hot and heavy. You are drawn to partners who are aggressive,
assertive, and very emotional. Independence and adventure are things you value in others.
You tend to depend on your partners to get you motivated and keep you moving. You
need someone who is stimulating emotionally.
Mars Ruler of 7th
Strengths in your relationships
You can't help but think in an organized way, and you are a stickler for routine. You love
it. You probably have a scientific bent, for your analytical abilities are first rate. You love
first principles and getting down to the bare bones of a subject. Mathematics and all
things technological are a snap for you. You have great mental endurance and probably
have done more than your share of studying. So serious.
Mercury Conjunction Saturn (orb: 00 02')

A real love of science and natural laws. You are a hard and tireless worker with absolute
determination and the ability to carry great projects through to completion. Always the
protector to all those you come to know, you tend to have long and secure relationships.
Since you are a natural conservative, those older than yourself (authority figures) tend to
benefit you.
Sun Conjunction Saturn (orb: 00 48')
You communicate very well, and it is easy for you to give others a feeling for whatever
you're thinking. You tend to believe that there is almost no problem that cannot be
handled with words, by talking it out. You could be a fine speaker. Your natural
sensitivity for the feelings and thoughts of those around you makes you a valued
community member. Needless to say, you want a partner who is at home with feelings
and -- above all -- likes to talk.
Sun Conjunction Mercury (orb: 00 51')
You have an uncanny sense of justice coupled with an innate ability to interpret the law,
whether manmade or natural. This may manifest thru your showing others the way thru,
or beyond, the problems in their lives. A practical sense of how to manipulate the
opportunities that appear in life. Just plain luck! A natural love for those with more
experience or authority. A teacher, or benefactor, is likely.
Sun Conjunction Jupiter (orb: 01 14')
You are a great problem-solver, and can always think of a way to do almost anything.
Your friends know you to be fair, and your integrity is unquestionable. You may find
yourself interested in legal matters, publishing, philosophical and religious subjects, and
would make a good teacher or instructor. Scientific investigation would interest you.
Mercury Conjunction Jupiter (orb: 02 04')
You are, from time to time, really inspired to the point of moving others with your
enthusiasms. You exercise an almost hypnotic quality over those who listen in when your
imagination takes over. Dreams, psychology, and all things occult and metaphysical are
your especial province. You're never afraid to take the plunge when matters of idealism
or imagination come to the fore. You feel and experience the unity of life -- that we are
all in some way, one. Others sense this about you.
Mars Trine Neptune (orb: 02 20')
You are attractive and tend to be physically active. You just might participate in or
manage some athletic endeavor. You are in tune with your feelings and really know how
to play a crowd for the maximum response. You can always count on support from those
around you. You seldom hide how you feel and therefore are no stranger to an occasional
argument. You probably got a lot of emotional support as a child, especially from your
mother.
Moon Sextile Mars (orb: 02 35')
You have always had a sense of being special, and of having experiences perhaps others

have no memory of. You can handle even the most sensitive areas of your (or another's)
mind, and have no problem with controversial and upsetting topics like death, dying, sex,
and the like. You can't help being a psychologist of sorts. Sometimes it seems like the
universe delights in showing its secrets just for you. You have a sixth sense for values,
money, property -- opportunities.
Moon Trine Pluto (orb: 05 19')
Challenges in your relationships
You may choose to pursue a dreamy idealism at the expense of more mundane concerns.
Somehow you always manage to pit your ideals against the actual reality of the situation.
Is it escapism or vision? Probably some of both. You will need a partner who can bring
things into focus without shattering your gentle dream world. There may have been some
rather harsh realities connected to your upbringing. You may find yourself putting the
feminine principle on a pedestal.
Moon Opposition Neptune (orb: 00 15')
Everyone can testify to your brilliant mind, but most would also find you somewhat
erratic and unpredictable. You don't always have the follow-through you pretend to have.
You tend to change your mind in the middle of a project and go rushing off in some new
direction. You are to some degree the victim of your own whims. You have trouble
finding practical uses for your plentiful insights.
Mercury Square Uranus (orb: 00 23')
You may be somewhat of a rebel, with a history of going up against authority. You like
to stand alone -- an outrider at the fringe of society -- like the old-time outlaws. You have
a knack for separating yourself from the herd. You end up as the loner, although this is
not always what you want. You need a partner in this life, a go-between for you and the
status quo.
Sun Square Uranus (orb: 01 13')
You have mixed feelings when it comes to other people. You can't live with them and
you can't live without them. You are used to a high degree of emotional tension. People
may misinterpret your emotional chargedness as aggression or disapproval, when in fact
that's just the way you are. They may not support your values. You long for a smooth
relationship, but if you look at your history it's been a rocky road indeed. You may have
trouble locating an environment where you feel comfortable and can flourish.
Moon Square Venus (orb: 03 56')
Everyone who comes to know you will remark on your high ideals. You are indeed a
beautiful soul, and you probably suffer many disappointments. Friends may see you as
unrealistic and otherworldly, afraid to put your dreams to the bitter test of life and
actuality. Those close to you may feel that your continual disappointments are a
deception on your part, a refusal to face life.
Venus Square Neptune (orb: 04 11')

Your Relationship with Paul Newman
There is an odd sense of joy when you are around Paul. You feel confident and creative.
There is often this sense of discovering yourself when the two of you are together. You
tend to feel more protective and sensitive to animals, younger people, and children. You
can be very emotional and expressive with Paul, and things tend to have a fresh, new
quality. It is hard not to feel that all of this is good.
His Moon in Your Fifth House
Here is a real playmate, a lover in all the traditional sense of that word. Paul really gets
those creative juices bubbling, and through him you discover artistic tendencies you
never knew you had. You might even write a poem or two. There is a first blush and
sense of mutual discovery in this relationship. Through knowing him you have become
more self-expressive, more active. There is a growing sense of self-confidence and pride
in yourself that you gain from this relationship. There is a good feeling to this
relationship.
His Sun in Your Fifth House
You may get together with Paul to talk about home and family, and sending down roots.
His ideas are down-to-earth and settling, and you find this a relief from all the jet-set kind
of conversation that is the norm. He seems almost like a family member, and you feel
good when the two of you are together. He always manages to remind you of the virtues
of a simple life, without all the fancy stuff. You may learn of property or housing
arrangements through him.
His Mercury in Your Fourth House
He seems to appreciate your more domestic and homey qualities. He likes the way you
feel, physically and emotionally. Paul tends to bring out the parent or protector in you
and tends to banish your thoughts of coolness and distance. You have thoughts of home
life and domesticity when you are with him. The idea of putting down roots, settling
down, and just living life takes on value through knowing him.
His Venus in Your Fourth House
He can be a real go-getter when it comes to the social scene -- always on the move. This
may have the effect of moving you to get out and be sociable. The two of you could do a
lot together. It is possible that your friends may see him as just a little pushy or too game.
Relations may take on an emotional tone that could be unneeded or unwelcome. He may
tend to be the life of the party.
His Mars in Your Seventh House
He tends to lead you away from the bright lights, and shows you the value of home,
family, and security. Paul does not force this upon you. Through him you discover your
own desire to just live and build a foundation. You find yourself wanting to settle in and
send down roots. He is the key to your discovering these qualities in yourself. You may
love to cuddle up together and count the blessings of a peaceful homestead-like existence.
His Jupiter in Your Fourth House

This could be an expensive relationship, for Paul can't help but put your resources to the
test. He may not value you to the degree that you would like him to, or he may not
respond to what you feel are your better qualities. This can leave you feeling cold and
disappointed. The charm that others may find intriguing is wasted on him. This is not to
say that this will not be a worthwhile relationship, but it will not be supportive in any
normal sense of that word.
His Saturn in Your Second House
He may view work in a very unconventional manner, preferring to work odd hours or in a
different manner when it comes to working for others. Paul always manages to find
different ways to approach routine subjects. This could include alternate or new-age
methods of eating, health care, exercise, and the like. He can do detail work, and is a
responsible friend, but not in a 9-to-5 sort of way. He can be ever so inventive and laborsaving when it means finding an alternative to tedium and routine.
His Uranus in Your Sixth House
Your friends may find Paul enchanting. He brings an almost otherworldly quality into
your friendships, partly due to his strong idealism and eloquence. He could have the
effect of uniting a group around their common center of interest. Music and the arts come
to the fore. At times you may feel this relationship has an unreal quality to it, that it lacks
all sense of practicality.
His Neptune in Your Eleventh House
Paul exercises a very powerful influence over you, one that could change your career.
Here is someone who knows more about what you ought to be doing with your life and
career than you do, and he is not afraid to let you know about it. From the first time you
met, he probably jumped right into your business and started making suggestions -- and
they were right on the money. The net result is that you may go through a major
transformation as to what you do with your life through knowing him.
His Pluto in Your Tenth House
Strengths in your relationship with Paul Newman
You both have an understanding that he is a little different and likes his independence.
This is not a problem. He brings some excitement and adventure to your life, and may be
restless and on the go. He may introduce you to unusual friends and situations.
Your Sun Sextile His Uranus (orb: 00 28')
You tend to love his passionate nature. He knows this, and that you appreciate his need
for self-analysis and confrontation. Your relationship may be very intense, but always
exciting. Things are seldom dull.
Your Venus Sextile His Pluto (orb: 01 16')
Conversations with Paul are always interesting, and he stimulates you to new and
different ways of seeing things. He finds your mind fascinating and unusual. You may

introduce him to new ideas and concepts.
Your Mercury Sextile His Uranus (orb: 01 18')
This could be an excellent partnership, whether romantic or otherwise. You feel that you
can really get behind Paul and push him on to new heights. Feelings run high, and there is
always lots of action.
Your Mars Trine His Sun (orb: 01 31')
Aside from any romance, this could result in a sound business relationship. You value
Paul's judgment and, more often than not, tend to let him act as your guide in matters of
career and direction. He knows you appreciate his abilities, and this combination should
be an enduring one.
Your Venus Trine His Jupiter (orb: 01 57')
You find Paul's way of thinking and speaking just to your taste. You have a natural sense
of appreciation for his mind and the way he communicates. He has a knack for putting
your own ideals and values into words. You probably have fantastic conversations.
Your Venus Trine His Mercury (orb: 02 12')
Lovebirds! There is real mutual admiration between the two of you, and you work well
together. This would hold true of a business as well as a love relationship. Essentially this
is due to a sense of shared ideals and values. You appreciate the very same things in life.
Your Venus Trine His Venus (orb: 03 19')
You have always known that he loves you, and you can't help but find this charming.
You have a sense of being valued and appreciated for the right reasons. This is a warm
and affectionate relationship.
Your Sun Trine His Venus (orb: 05 26')
He has a way with words which you find flattering and interesting, since the subject is
often you. He loves to talk to you and may also write you letters. You find him
stimulating mentally, and communication is most often smooth.
Your Sun Trine His Mercury (orb: 06 33')
Challenges in your relationship with Paul Newman
You may not feel very supportive of Paul, and he may not be able to depend on you as
much as he would like. He seems to go against your feelings more than a little, and this
could lead to many a confrontation.
Your Moon Opposition His Sun (orb: 01 05')
Problems could arise from Paul's feeling that you have no sympathy for his dreams and
ideals -- his more imaginative side. Perhaps you just refuse to discuss these aspects of life
with him. Whatever happens, it makes for some disappointing situations. You may not be
able to think clearly when you are together.
Your Mercury Square His Neptune (orb: 01 17')

He may feel that you don't take his ideals seriously enough, and that you discount his
more imaginative and creative side. You may feel that he is unrealistic, only fooling
himself, and is always getting carried away with one thing or another. There could be
deception.
Your Sun Square His Neptune (orb: 02 08')
Paul's feelings of independence, and his unusual ways, tend to rub you the wrong way at
times. You refuse to support his oddball ideas. He may find you restricting and
unimaginative. There is definite disagreement here.
Your Moon Sesquiquadrate His Uranus (orb: 02 47')
He may have a tendency to throw cold water on your enthusiasms and hurt your feelings.
You may not take his problems seriously enough to suit him, and he may tend to restrict
your natural sense of love and appreciation. There is cold-war tension to this relationship.
Your Venus Opposition His Saturn (orb: 02 56')
You may not like many things about Paul, and he may feel that you refuse to give him
credit or to recognize his values and ideas. He has a way of going on, with or without
your approval. There is a kind of stalemate.
Your Venus Square His Sun (orb: 05 00')
You may find his influence limiting and even oppressive at times. He may tend to cling
to you, and there is this sense of never being able to really get going. There may be
authority problems. He may view you as harsh or restrictive.
Your Sun Opposition His Saturn (orb: 05 49')
Heavy feelings and emotional drama will be a part of this relationship. You may feel that
he refuses to support your life ambitions. You may find yourself hurting his feelings
again and again. A stormy marriage.
Your Mars Square His Moon (orb: 06 31')
He is critical of your ideas, and you may feel somewhat tongue-tied when you are around
him. He may feel that you refuse to consider his problems or that you dismiss them with a
few words.
Your Mercury Opposition His Saturn (orb: 06 40')
You may find him somewhat repressive of your feelings. He manages to put a damper on
you every time you get to feeling good and comfortable. There is no way you will
support this side of him, and this could lead to a real standoff.
Your Moon Square His Saturn (orb: 06 52')

